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My kids call me a hoarder but I am only guilty of saving all the nice kids books and toys that they did

not wear out when they were young. Now, 29 years later, I have my first grand baby, and I have

been reading this book to her at nap time. I read this same book that I read to my daughter and son

when they were little. My granddaughter loves the book and it has become a necessary part of the

nap time routine. The book I have been reading to her is the full-length version but now that she is 1

year old, she has been handling the book and has pulled that book apart. I decided to get this board

book for her so she could play with it and not tear it to pieces. The board book is a shorted version

of the paper book and is missing about half of the scenes that the paper book has. When you think

about it, they really cannot include all of the pages in a cardboard book because it would be

incredibly thick and heavy! So I will keep reading the paper version at nap time and then let her play

with the cardboard book on her own.

One of the biggest scandals in publishing today is that this wonderful book has been allowed to go

out of print. It's illustrated in a realistic style that somehow makes kittens seem cuter than they are.



The text describes various childish things kittens do, concluding each incident with the phrase:

"kittens are like that." Adults will see the resemblance between the things kittens do and the things

children do. Children appreciate the repetition and simple style.My wife and I enjoyed reading it to

our daughters. Our daughters loved it and, now, our granddaughter loves it.

I read this book MANY times as a child. It really prepared me for the daily handling of my now 5

cats. Not the responsibilities of owning one, but the way you should approach & handle a cat. It is so

true to life that I even think anyone that wants to get to know cats (child OR adult) should have to

read this book first. Although it is written for a very young child, it covers the things about how cats

like to be handled in a very true- to- life way.

We ordered the hardback book for my infant because we had the paperback version from when I

was a child and it was his favorite book. The story in this pictureboard book is different than the

story in the paperback. The paperback is much longer and much cuter.

This book and its companion Puppies Are Like That are written for young children in a readable

format that all ages can enjoy. The artist's illustrations are so lifelike and lovable that it is hard not to

ah and ooh at every one. The story line tells about the life, habits and foibles of kittens. You will love

the many adorable and varied kittens featured in the full page pictures. (...)

My mom saved my copy from my own childhood days. Both my kids (3 and 1) LOVE this book (as

they LOVE cats). My copy was bit worn and started falling apart after my oldest got his hands on it,

around 18 months. I purchased this used copy from  and am super happy with it.It's a great book,

you can trim down the text for younger readers who will love to see all the beautiful illustrations, but

can read its full text for those slightly older kids who will greatly enjoy its slightly more in depth look

at cats.

My children loved this book and literally destroyed it as it was such a favorite! So glad to find it on  to

enjoy with my grandchildren along with Puppies Are Like That which we somehow still had in the

attic!!

I loved this book as a child. I actually just bought a copy for my 11 year old daughter as I am

"collecting" my most loved books for her. I love that  has things like this available. All the really good



books from childhood can be found on this site. I ALWAYS wanted a cat as a child and it was

because of this book. We now have 2 cats and I am sure that our "kittens are like that", too! Can't

wait for it to arrive!
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